Insidious Heart: When Black and White is the Choice

Race relations and racism in America has
come to the forefront in the latest George
Zimmerman trial, and more recently the
Michael Brown shooting incident. In this
race-centered novel, Teej and Lowanda
have a problem: hes white and shes black.
Their fathers are both prejudiced, and for
different reasons. In their heyday, the two
men would have gone to great lengths to
prevent the relationship from continuing a
day further. When Teej reveals his dating
intentions to his father, his father explodes
and predictably condemns the arrangement.
But Teej has discovered a dark secret about
his father, who happens to be the mayor of
the town Teej lives in, that can never be
revealed. His father must conceal his
secret, while trying to prevent his son from
dating a black woman. Racial tensions are
high. After being mugged in Chicago,
Lowandas father is rescued by an unlikely
hero. It takes Mr. Smith a while to
acknowledge that he got mugged by his
own people and that a complete stranger
came to his rescue. After years of hatred,
can their hearts change? What influences
on a persons life make him want to hate to
such a degree?
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